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THE NEW-FOR-2015 ARCHER XTREME™ NITRIX QUIVER 

 
Introducing the Only Quiver that Adjusts to Fit Any Size Arrow 

 
The quiver may be the least considered gear choice for serious bowhunters. It just holds arrows, so what’s to think 
about, right? When you look at the new Nitrix Quiver from Archer Xtreme™, you realize just how much thought should 
go into choosing the perfect quiver for your specific bow setup. The good news: The new AXT Nitrix has been 
designed to perfectly match any setup a bowhunter can contemplate.   
 
The true genius of the AXT Nitrix Quiver is illustrated through its versatility. It features AXT’s Xtreme Drop Rack 
Technology (XDR), a carbon fiber spine attached to the arrow rack which allows hunters to adjust the quiver to 
accommodate any length of arrow while dampening noise and vibration. Fully collapsed, the Nitrix measures 11.5 
inches. Fully extended, the quiver measures 17.5 inches. The arrow rack slot accepts even the smallest carbon 
arrows, as well as larger diameter aluminum arrows. Plus, the quiver hood features a grilled gate design which allows 
for quick viewing of broadheads at all times, and a tip insert over-mold (TPR) that holds and keeps all types of heads 
secure and rattle free. For bowhunters who change arrows and broadheads for specific hunting situations, this 
concept is groundbreaking.  
 
Another consideration when purchasing a quiver should be balance. Does the product affect the vertical or horizontal 
planes that ensure accuracy with your setup? To ensure that the Nitrix keeps your bow perfectly balanced, Archer 
Xtreme uses it’s Articulating Mounting System to attach the quiver to your bow. This system allows you to mount the 
Nitrix close to your riser so there is no horizontal pull.  
 
Weight is another key issue when selecting the perfect quiver. If you are hiking long distances to fertile ground, or 
holding a bow for hours on end while perched in a tree, you want your setup to be as light as possible. The Nitrix 
shines brightly in the lightweight category, as it weighs a scant 14 ounces, which makes it one of the lightest quivers 
on the market. 
 
For hunters who like to remove their quiver once in a tree, Archer Xtreme has designed a very nice attribute in the 
Nitrix: The Steel Cable Adjustable D-Loop. This handy loop gives bowhunters a way to hang the quiver in a variety of 
ways and on a variety of things. You can use a small hook, a broken branch or the pin on your tree stand to secure 
the Nitrix within easy reach. And the Gripper Locking system, which makes the quiver so versatile, also allows for 
easy one-handed removal of an arrow once game appears.  
 
Archer Xtreme has not only created the most versatile quiver hunters have ever seen, but they are offering it in two 
configurations. Hunters who are very serious about weight control likely will opt for the Nitrix -4, which holds only four 
arrows, while those who prefer more arrows likely will go with the Nitrix -6. Both models fit both left-hand and right-
hand bows. 

 
For more information on the new Archer Xtreme Nitrix Quiver or Archer Xtreme’s full selection of high-performance 
sights, quivers, stabilizers and archery accessories, please contact: Archer Xtreme at P.O. Box 328 Belgrade, MT 
59714. · Telephone: (406) 924-6113 · Or visit www.archerxtreme.com. 
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